Quality Since 1948

Mastertent
Tables & Benches
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Tables and Benches
Carefully crafted and
world-renowned.
Quality since 1948
Mastertent’s high-quality Euro-style tables and benches are crafted from carefully-selected premium,
dried spruce wood with a variety of stain treatments and UV-protective coatings for lasting durability
in any weather. With over 70 years of experience and innovation, our folding tables and benches have
a long history of popularity with the most famous breweries in the world.
Every year, 6 million annual visitiors to Munich, Germany's Oktoberfest put our tables and benches
to the test - celebrating their iconic European, beer garden style and premium craftsmanship.
Our high-quality raw materials, technical precision and tried-and-tested functionality distinguish
Mastertent tables and benches from the crowd. Built for strength and mobility, all Mastertent
table and bench models are equipped with foldable base frames - allowing for easy transport,
space-saving storage and quick set-up and breakdown.
Whether you select from our signature styles or create a style of your own with endless
customization options and varieties, you'll be sitting in comfort - and style - with Mastertent.

The Classic
Standard Base, Ochre & Green
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Unique Styles, Handmade Craftsmanship

Traditional Euro-Style

Specialty Models

Beer Garden Sets

The Classic

The Relaxed Bench

The Comfort Table

The Rustica

The Lago

Traditional Beer Garden Style
from $629

Optional Backrests
for Easy Comfort

Optional X-Shaped Frame
for Added Legroom

Rustic, Practical Elegance
from $999

Robust, Functional Design
from $3,699

The Shorty

The Patio

Perfect for Limited Space
from $589

Relaxed, Garden Style
from $899

The StandUp
Standing Comfort w/Footrest
from $599

Explore Options, Colors, & Models
Our "Classic" style tables and benches are available in a variety of equipment options,
table widths, wood finishes, and frame colors to allow you to choose the model, layout and design
to best fit your needs. Special order models are made to order and average an 8-week lead time.
Contact your Mastertent Product Expert for all options and details!

Made-To-Order Models
6
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Traditional Beer Garden Style

The Classic
1

2

1. Iconic Beer Garden Style
Choose from multiple
sizes, models, wood finishes,
and frame colors.
2. Relax with Added Backrests
Folding backrest benches
equipped with anti-tip
base and safety lock for
added stability.
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3. Optional Comfort Base
This X-shaped frame creates
ample space both for those
in need of extra leg room and
maximizing space capacity.
4. Easy Folding Design
Simply fold closed for
quick and easy storage!

The "Classic" brings authentic, European beer garden style to your business or patio. Each set
comes with one table with standard folding base frame and two matching benches. Customize with
Relaxed Benches or our Comfort Base for added backrests and legroom - while taking your pick
from our selection of wood finishes and frame colors. Then, relax comfortably on the only authentic

The Classic
Standard Base, Brown & Green
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European beer garden tables in the U.S. available directly from the manufacturer.
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Standard: 79" L (200cm) | Long: 86" L (220cm)* | Short: 42" L (108cm)*

Tables

Benches

Narrow: 20" W (50cm)

11" W (25cm)

Standard: 26" W (67cm)
Wide: 32" W (80cm)

The Classic
Available Sizes
Model

Length Width

Height

Classic Table

79" | 86"*

20" | 26" | 32"

30"

Classic Bench

79" | 86"*

11" | +6" Back**

19"

Special Order Lengths Available: 42-86" L (108-220cm)
with some size restrictions. **Increased width for backrest models.
For full dimensions and technical details, see page 44.

*
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The Classic
Comfort Base, 1 Backrest &
1 Standard Bench, Brown & Green
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A Strong Foundation

Base Frame Models
Choose from Standard, Comfort, or Wide
table bases. Mix and match sets with
Standard or Relaxed bench frame styles.
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Standard Table
Patented Design
for Narrow &
Standard Models

Comfort Table
Arched Base Design
for Narrow and
Standard Models

Standard Bench
Patented, Trapezoid
Base Design with
Stability Crossbars

Comfort Bench
Added Backrest,
Locking System,
and Anti-Tip Base

Wide Table
Added Stabilizing,
Anti-Tip Base
for Wide Models
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Classic Table Construction

Quality is in
the details.
Easy-Attach
Fixture for
Floor Protectors

Patented C-Profile & Stabilizing Crossbars
The curved base frames and x-bracing
crossbars increase stability by over 20%.

Powder-Coated
Frames

Powder-Coated Frames
Designed for outdoor use, the powdercoated finish is ready for the elements.
Patented
C-Profile

Floor Protectors
Keep floors scratch-free with
easily-attached, protective pads.
Quick Latch System
The reassuring latch system ensures
that from folded to standing, your table

Stabilizing
Optional
Floor Protectors

Crossbars

and benches stay in place.
Patented Trapezoid Base
Our wider stance base frames give your

Quick Latch

tables and benches a solid ground

System

connection for even more stability.
Wooden Support Bars
An added wooden beams allow for
easy stacking and storage while also
increasing wood surface strength.
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Wooden
Support Bars

Patented
Trapezoid Base

Built for stability
in every detail.
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The Classic Table & Bench Set

Color Varieties
Building your Classic model table and bench set extends beyond the choice of model and size.
Each table and bench set is available in a variety of wood and base color options.
Select a rich, UV-protectant finish in one of three wood stain options - from a warm,
nutty Brown and a vibrant golden Ochre to a light and airy Natural. Pair with a glossy Jet Black
or signature Forest Green powder-coated base frame.
For those looking for something more custom, personalization options
are available including custom wood finishes and frame colors, screen,

The Classic
Standard Base, Natural & Black

ink and digital printing for logos and full-surface designs, and more.
Contact your Mastertent Product Expert for more information.

Brown

Ochre

Natural

Green - RAL 6005

Black - RAL 9017
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The Classic
Standard Base, Relaxed Benches
Brown & Green
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The Classic
Standard Base, Brown & Green
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Traditional Beer Garden Style

The Shorty
1

2

1. Compact Dimensions
This shortened, beer table set
captures the essence of the
"Classic" in a compact size.
2. Optional Backrests
Choose from Standard
or Relaxed bench models.
Folding backrest benches
come equipped with anti-

3

tip base and safety lock
for added stability.
3. Folding Base Frame
The two sides of the folding
base are designed to fold
down and overlap to allow
for a mobile design in
compact build.

This shortened, beer garden table set captures the essence of the "Classic" model in a compact size.
The Shorty's reduced size makes for the ideal solution for environments with limited space like
balconies or restuarants looking to increase capacity. The Shorty comfortably seats 2-4 people,
and comes standard in a Brown wood finish with a black base frame. Other color pairings are

The Shorty
Brown & Black
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available on special order with minimum order quantities.
Table: 42" L x 26" W (108x67cm) | Bench: 42" L x 13" W x 19" H (108x33x48cm)
21

The Shorty
Brown & Black
22
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Special Order Models

Additional Styles
1

1. The Patio
Pair the Classic's folding design and innovative steel frame
with a casual and appealing, slatted table top design in our
newest model, The Patio. This table and bench design attaches
individual wooden slats directly into the base frame.
Standard in a Natural wood finish, UV-glaze, and black base frame.
Additional color pairings available by special order.
Table: 79" L x 23" W (200x60cm) | Bench: 79" L x 11" W (200x30cm)

2

2. The StandUp
The StandUp presents a sleek, standing-room-only design
with expansive table top spanning over 6ft long. Coated
in a protective, food-safe finish, the StandUp is easy to clean perfect for the attached footrest which offers simple comfort
for standing guests. Standard in Natural/Black, with special
order availability for other color pairings.
Table: 79" L x 23" W x 43" H (200x60x110cm)

The Patio
Natural & Black
24
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Practical Elegance

The Rustica
1

2

1. Rustic, Practical Elegance
Bring your outdoor seating
into a warm, rural, yet
refined space with our
Rustica table and bench set.
2. Backrest Bench Models
Provide additional comfort
for your guests with relaxed
backrest benches.
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Equipped with added safety
tech and folding mechanisms
for easy storage.

3. Weather-Ready Finish
Set with a protective
UV-glaze to keep your table
and bench sets looking their
best for the long term.

The Rustica’s all wood frame and metal brackets easily fold down for quick set-up, transport,
and storage for the best in mobile furniture without sacrificing durability. Set in a golden, ochre finish
and topped with a protective UV-glaze for food safety, scratch-resistance, and weather protection.
Table: 71" L x 24" W (180x60cm) | Bench: 71" L x 11" W x 20" H (200x30x50cm)

The Rustica
Golden Ochre
26
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The Rustica
Golden Ochre
28
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Premium Outdoor Dining

The Lago
1

2

1. High-Quality Oak
This solid wood piece uses
high-quality oak in a Natural
Oil Finish paired with sleek,
black metal trimmings.
2. Optional Backrests
Choose our optional
backrest model for relaxed
seating or opt for Standard

3

benches for an open plan
and easy storage.
3. Smart, Folding Design
Immediately ready use no assembly or tools
required! Just unfold
then dine or relax in
luxurious, style.

With a Natural Oil Finish, Mastertent’s Lago Style Tables and Benches take the practicality of
our Classic Style to the next level with an elegant and timeless design. Despite their hefty,
solid wood construction, Lago Style Table and Benches still fold away and store with the
simplicity of any Mastertent product. Break down and store in minutes!

The Lago
Natural Oil Finish
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Table: 79" L x 26" W (200x67cm) | Bench: 79" L x 11" W (200x30cm)
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The Lago
Natural Oil Finish
32
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Constantly Innovating

Table & Bench
Technical Details
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A Passion for Craftsmanship
Where Heritage Meets
Innovation
We've been crafting our signature table and bench sets for over 70 years - honoring the authentic
European heritage and culture that created the iconic beer garden style. In that time, we've worked
hard to stay true to our roots while closely scrutinizing every aspect of our design, construction,
and production processes for efficiency, quality, and sustainability.
From our initial choice of materials to how each table and bench set is built to solar energy
and reforestation efforts, our goal at Mastertent is to continue to build the very best in quality,
mobile, folding furniture. Whether our tables and benches end up at Munich, Germany's annual
Oktoberfest, a local brewery, or a backyard barbecue - we love to create outstanding quality
and to do our part with smart manufacturing practices.
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Tables and Benches

Materials & Construction
High-Quality Materials & Attention to Detail
Every Mastertent table and bench is built with carefully selected spruce or oak wood that is then air and
chamber-dried prior to production. We carefully inspect each wooden beam and panel - dowelling knots,
milling out resin pockets and addressing imperfections to create a smooth, even surface while maintaining
the beauty of the natural wood. Following assembly, each wooden table top or bench seat is stained and

Strong & Stable

finished with three layers of UV-protective varnish for an extremely durable barrier, smooth attractive shine,
and easy cleaning. This food-safe finish is certified safe and sanitary.
Giving Back to our Environment
Always looking to further our sustainability efforts, we launched a reforestation program in local forests near
our production facilities. Managing to replant over 6,000 spruce trees and 1,300 saplings of other species
throughout 2020, our company plans to continue and expand these efforts into 2021 and beyond.
Stability in Every Component
Our table and bench base frames have been tried and tested for maximum stability. The patented C-profile
allows for a higher load capacity, the X-bracing structure brings additional stability, and additional anchoring
"feet" keep even our largest folding tables on solid ground. These features have been tested and proven to
increase stability by 20% compared to conventional folding table models.
Premium Powder-Coated Finish

In 2020, we reforested
20% of our total
wood consumption.
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Sustainability

To prepare our tables and benches for long-term, outdoor use, each base frame is sealed and coated in
a multi-phase powder-coated finish. After prepping and cleaning the frames, each piece is sprayed with fine
powder in a specialized chamber - allowing for a solvent-free coating. In the final stage, the base frames
are placed in a furnace to cure the finish at a temperature of 356°F - resulting in a strong, resistant, and
smooth coating. Standard in Forest Green and Jet Black - additional colors available by custom order.
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Table & Bench Order Logistics

Shipping, Transport
& Bulk Orders

Whether you're adding a single table to your backyard patio or looking to expand an entire
beer garden, we're ready to produce and deliver the perfect complementary tables and benches.
We build and stock a large variety of table and bench sets for fast delivery in 1-2 weeks, while out-ofstock or made-to-order items carry lead times from a few weeks to a couple of months. Please check
with a Mastertent Product Expert about production schedules for your desired styles and quantity.
Moving or storing your tables frequently? Our Table Transport Cases are made specifically
for our Classic beer garden sets. The steel shell is designed for optimal transport and stackable
storage - ready for forklift handling. Sizes available to fit all Classic widths and options in
capacities from 5 to 20 sets.

Resale Partner Opportunities
We are growing fast and looking
for great sales partners! If you serve
industries or customers that would
be a great fit for high-quality
Mastertent products, feel welcome
to contact us about our wholesale
and resale requirements.
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Tested for Quality & Stability

Warranties & Certifications

Customers choose Mastertent for our design and quality, as well as the peace of mind that comes
with our warranties and certifications. Your satisfaction is extremely important to us, and we stand
behind our products with excellent support and numerous certifications.
Warranty Services
� 3-Year Manufacturer's Warranty
� 10-Year Spare Parts Guarantee
Product Certifications
� TÜV-SÜD Evaluated and Certified
Certified Food-Safe UV-Protective Varnish
�	
Fire-Safety Classication DIN EN 13501-1:2007 CLASS E
�	
Load-Tested Spruce Wood Table Tops and Steel Frames
�	
All Production Materials are Certified REACH Compliant
�	

TÜV-SÜD Certified

The Classic
Natural & Green
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Mastertent Tables & Benches

Technical Details
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Seating
Capacity

Table
Weight

Bench
Weight

The Classic,
Standard

6-8

79"x20":39.7lbs (18kg)
79"x26":48.6lbs (22kg)
79"x32":59.6lbs (27kg)
86"x20":43lbs (19.5kg)
86"x26":51lbs (23.5kg)
86"x32": 64lbs (29kg)

79": 22.1lbs (10kg)
86": 24.3lbs (11kg)

The Classic,
Comfort

6-8

79"x20":39.7lbs (18kg)
79"x26":48.6lbs (22kg)
79"x32":59.6lbs (27kg)
86"x20":43lbs (19.5kg)
86"x26":51lbs (23.5kg)
86"x32": 64lbs (29kg)

79": 39.7lbs (18kg)
86": 43lbs (19.5kg)

The Shorty

4

39.7lbs (18kg)

Standard: 11lbs (5kg)
Backrest: 26.5lbs (12kg)

The Patio

6-8

55.1lbs (25kg)

24.3lbs (11kg)

The StandUp

6-8

70.5lbs (32kg)

NA

Table Model

Width

Length

Height

Model

The Classic

Narrow: 19.7" (50cm)
Standard: 26.4" (67cm)
Wide: 31.5" (80cm)

Standard: 78.8" (200cm)
Special: 86.6" (220cm)

Classic: 30.5" (77.5cm)
Comfort: 31.1" (79cm)

The Shorty

26.4" (67cm)

42.5" (108cm)

30.3" (77cm)

The Patio

23.6" (60cm)

70.8" (180cm)

30.3" (77cm)

The StandUp

23.6" (60cm)

78.8" (200cm)

43.3" (110cm)

The Rustica

23.6" (60cm)

70.8" (180cm)

30.3" (77cm)

The Lago

26.4" (67cm)

78.8" (200cm)

29.9" (76cm)

Bench Model

Seat Width

Seat Length

Seat Height

The Classic

Standard: 9.9" (25cm)
Relaxed: 10.6" (27cm)

Standard: 78.8" (200cm)
Special: 86.6" (220cm)

18.9" (48cm)

The Shorty

13" (33cm)

42.5" (108cm)

18.9" (48cm)

The Patio

11.8" (30cm)

70.8" (180cm)

18.9" (48cm)

The StandUp

NA

NA

NA

The Rustica

12.2" (31cm)

70.8" (180cm)

19.3" (49cm)

The Lago

13" (33cm)

78.8" (200cm)

18.1" (46cm)

Wood
Finishes*

Frame
Colors*

The Rustica

NA

6-8

50.7lbs (23kg)

Standard: 26.5lbs (12kg)
Backrest: 57.6lbs (26kg)

The Lago

NA

6-8

172lbs (78kg)

Standard: 61.7lbs (28kg)
Backrest: 88.2lbs (40kg)

Ask your Mastertent Product Expert for additional
sizing, color, and customization options.
Custom wood finishes and frame colors available on request. 50 set order minimum applied.

*
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MASTERTENT USA
1859 Lindbergh Street, Suite 200
Charlotte, NC 28208
sales.usa@mastertent.com ∙ 704.312.1600
mastertent.com

